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Magnetic resonance imaging~MRI! has served as a valuable tool for studying static postures in
speech production. Now, recent improvements in temporal resolution are making it possible to
examine the dynamics of vocal-tract shaping during fluent speech using MRI. The present study
uses spiral k-space acquisitions with a low flip-angle gradient echo pulse sequence on a
conventional GE Signa 1.5-T CV/i scanner. This strategy allows for acquisition rates of 8–9 images
per second and reconstruction rates of 20–24 images per second, making veridical movies of speech
production now possible. Segmental durations, positions, and interarticulator timing can all be
quantitatively evaluated. Data show clear real-time movements of the lips, tongue, and velum.
Sample movies and data analysis strategies are presented. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A perennial challenge in speech production researc
the ability to examine real-time changes in the shaping of
vocal tract. These deformations in the vocal tract serve
critical functions in speech production:~1! Creation of supra-
glottal sources through the coordination of appropriate
ticulator configurations and aerodynamic conditions, and~2!
acoustic filtering of the laryngeal and supraglottal sources
actively modifying the shape of the vocal tract to produ
distinctive spectral patterns for the different speech soun
Hence, spatiotemporal information about speech movem
is critical not only to understanding and modeling the spe
production process but also to a thorough understandin
speech acoustics. Many approaches are available to th
searcher for obtaining information about the rapid and co
plex movements of the mouth and face that participate
creating speech sounds—e.g., electropalatography~EPG! to
examine linguapalatal contact, point-movement track
~e.g., x-ray microbeam, magnetometry! for dynamic oral in-
formation, or ultrasound for examining tongue-surface c
tours in the mouth and pharynx. However, none of th

a!Portions of this work were presented at the 2003 Nashville meeting of
Acoustical Society of America@Narayananet al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
113~4,2!, 2258~2003!#.

b!Now affiliated with the USC Department of Electrical Engineering.
c!Electronic mail: dbyrd@usc.edu.
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techniques yields real-time moving images of articulat
along the entire length and diameter of the vocal tract.1 We
report for the first time a novel high speed MRI technique
imaging the moving vocal tract in real time.

A. Prior work on dynamic imaging

Cine x-ray techniques had been popular in speech
search to obtain lateral~midsagittal! images of the vocal trac
~Fant, 1960; Delattre and Freeman, 1968; Perkell, 1969; S
telny et al., 1972; Giles and Moll, 1975!. Cross-sectional
vocal-tract areas~area functions! were estimated from thes
midsagittal images for acoustic modeling. The use of su
radiographic techniques has declined significantly, mai
due to the radiation risks involved. Computer-aided tomo
raphy ~Kiritani et al., 1977! is capable of yielding cross
sectional information but still suffers from radiation risks a
relatively low speed of imaging. Ultrasound and MRI ha
proved to be viable alternatives for such investigations.

Ultrasound provides an acceptable means of study
tongue shapes and movements during speech produ
~Stone, 1990!. The technology is safe and noninvasive, a
the imaging speed is suitable for studying the dynamics
speech production. However, the entire vocal tract canno
studied at once by this method. Moreover, due to the p
ence of the airway above the tongue, the palate canno
imaged, while due to the presence of air space below,
tongue tip/blade cannot be successfully captured. Never

e
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less, modified ultrasound techniques have helped to fur
the understanding of the 3D model of tongue, either by us
multiple scanning procedures~Watkin and Rubin, 1989! or
by using other parallel instrumentation measurements s
as x-ray microbeam~Stone, 1990! or palatography~Stone
et al., 1992!.

Magnetic resonance imaging~MRI! is a powerful tool
for obtaining vocal-tract geometry data and does not invo
any known radiation risks. The images have good signal
noise ratio, are amenable to computerized 3D modeling,
provide excellent structural differentiation. In addition, t
tract ~airway! area and volume can be directly calculate
The low image-sampling rate, however, has largely limi
MRI to the study of sustained speech sounds, correspon
to ‘‘static’’ tract shape~Baeret al., 1991; Greenwoodet al.,
1992; Moore, 1992; Sulteret al., 1992; Danget al., 1993;
Narayananet al., 1995; Story, 1995; Narayananet al., 1997;
Alwan et al., 1997; Ong and Stone, 1998, Narayananet al.,
1999!. Some of these studies used multiple repetitions of
utterance to reconstruct the 3D volume of the vocal tr
images from static postures. These data have been valu
in providing hitherto unknown details of the 3D vocal-tra
morphology and interspeaker variation during speech p
duction. MRI data have also been used to improve model
the acoustics of speech sounds including vowels~Story
et al., 1996!, liquids ~Bangayanet al., 1996; Espy-Wilson
et al., 2000!, and fricatives~Narayanan and Alwan, 2000!.

In the past few years, improvements in temporal reso
tion have allowed MRI to move from being limited to imag
ing static postures~Mády et al., 2001, 2002; Demolinet al.,
2000!. Progress toward increased temporal resolution in M
imaging is challenged by issues related to poor signal
noise ratio~SNR! and susceptibility artifacts when fast im
aging protocols, such as fast gradient echo techniques
echo planar imaging, are involved. At this point, it is wort
while to clarify the use of the termsdynamicMRI and real-
time MRI in the present article. We use the termdynamicto
refer to the creation of images from an actively articulati
subject, rather than a static postural source. We reserve
term real-timeMRI to refer specifically to directly capturing
or acquiring moving image data in real time. That is,dy-
namic refers to the source,real time to its acquisition.

The dynamic MRI technique~Foldvik et al., 1993! pro-
vides a way to capture valuable kinematic information.
relies on gated scanning on numerous repetitions of the s
speech sequence to reconstruct the impression of articula
movement in time. Note that the reconstructed sequenc
drawn from across several repetitions. Using a multipla
dynamic MRI technique, Shadleet al. ~1999! formed
pseudo-time-varying images of the vocal tract using a sim
taneously recorded audio signal and the scanned image
quired while an utterance is repeated. The technique sho
positive results in terms of getting fairly accurate volumet
measurements of area functions and tongue volumes.

In the challenging area of real-time MRI in which mo
tion is imaged directly, Demolinet al. ~2000! have shown
significant improvement towards real-time MRI for spee
production by the use of an ultrafast implementation of tu
spin echo sequence~TSE! with an acquisition speed of abou
1772 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004
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4 images/second for a single plane. This initial work on re
time MRI and work by Ma´dy et al. ~2002! was promising
and worth further investigation.

While these MRI advances represent a significant
provement in the quality of information that could be a
tainted about changes in tongue, lip, and velum position
over time, they are still not close to the temporal resolut
necessary for capturing the dynamic characteristics of ton
movement, which demands aminimal sampling rate on the
order of 20 Hz. Such high MR imaging rates present sign
cant technical challenges. We present one approach to
namic real-time MR imaging that successfully addres
these challenges.

II. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Real-time MRI has been developed for several appli
tions including cardiac imaging, abdominal imaging, and
terventional imaging, which also demands a high tempo
resolution for tracking a moving structure~Kerr et al., 1995;
1997; Santoset al., 2002; Nayaket al., 2001!. We pursue
real-time imaging of the upper airway, which for speech a
requires high spatial and temporal resolution and resilie
to image artifacts. We utilized gradient echo imaging with
fast interleaved spiral acquisition strategy. On a conventio
1.5-T imager with high-speed gradients, we were able to
quire images with 110-ms temporal resolution. Critically, th
allows effective reconstruction rates of 24 frames per sec
using a sliding window technique.

A. Experimental methods

Experiments were performed on a GE Signa 1.5-T s
tem with gradients supporting 40-mT/m amplitude and 15
T/m/s slew rate and receiver capable of 4-ms sampling
~6125-kHz receiver bandwidth!. A generic head coil, not
specially adapted for vocal-tract imaging, was used in
studies. The institutional review board of Standford Univ
sity approved the imaging protocols, and each subject
screened for magnetic resonance imaging risk factors
provided informed consent in accordance with institution
policy.

Sequences were implemented within a custom real-t
imaging ~RTI! framework previously described~Kerr et al.,
1995; Santoset al., 2002!. Interactive control, continuous re
construction, and display of images were performed o
workstation adjacent to the scanner.

B. Pulse sequence design

Previous approaches to imaging the upper airway in
vocal tract have been limited to standard 2DFT~two-
dimensional Fourier transform! and 3DFT sequences~Shel-
lock et al., 1992!. These techniques produce good qual
static images but are not efficient enough to capture dyna
events. For rapid imaging of the upper airway~UA!, we fo-
cused on using the spiral readout scheme for accelera
acquisition. Spirals are an alternative scheme for samp
the spatial frequency domain~k-space!, in which data are
acquired in a spiraling pattern. Twenty interleaved spir
together form a single image. Spirals are highly time e
Narayanan et al.: Real-time magnetic resonance imaging for speech
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cient ~Meyer et al., 1992; Nayaket al., 2001! and have ex-
cellent motion properties~Nishimuraet al., 1995!, as com-
pared to the widely used 2DFT Cartesian approach. T
main limitation is blurring due to off-resonance. This is
particular problem in the UA because the difference in m
netic susceptibility between air and tissue~Schenk, 1996!
causes large amounts of off-resonance near to air–tissu
terfaces. The amount of blurring experienced in spiral im
ing is proportional to the amount of phase that accrues d
ing each readout. To mitigate this effect, we used extrem
short 2.4-ms readouts.

The pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 1~A!. A 640-ms

FIG. 1. ~A! Pulse sequence used in real-time upper airway imaging
1.4-ms slice selective excitation~640-ms rf! is followed by a 2.4-ms spiral
readout, and gradient refocusing in X and Y, and crushing in Z. The TR
5.5 ms. Twenty interleaves are used to achieve 112 pixels over a nom
20-cm FOV~30-cm FOV was used in most studies!. Complete images are
acquired every 110 ms, and were reconstructed at 24 frames/s using a s
window. ~B! Acquisition timing. In spiral imaging, the frequency domain
sampled using spiral-shaped trajectories~top!. Twenty interleaved spirals are
required to form a single image. In dynamic real-time imaging, we conti
ously reacquire these 20 interleaves~middle!. Each image is based on 11
ms of acquired data; however, using sliding window reconstruction, ima
can be reconstructed at a higher rate as new interleaves become ava
~bottom!. Note that motion within the 110-ms window will result in motio
artifacts and/or blurring.

FIG. 2. The@l# constriction in ‘‘Say pea leap again;’’ the real-time MR
movie can be downloaded at sail.usc.edu/production/rtmri/jasa2004.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004 Naray
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excitation is followed by 2.4-ms readouts and a gradi
spoiler. The total TR is 5.5 ms. Twenty interleaves are
quired to achieve 1.8-mm resolution over a nominal 20-
FOV ~field of view!. A slice thickness of 5 mm was used.~It
should be noted that a 3-mm slice thickness would be p
sible with the same pulse sequence but with a sacrifice
SNR.! In our studies, a 30-cm FOV was used to preve
aliasing artifacts from the large volume captured by the h
coil. This resulted in an effective in-plane resolution of 2
mm. Complete images were acquired every 110 ms,
were reconstructed at 24 frames per second using a sli
window ~Holsingeret al., 1990!. A schematic representatio
of this procedure is given in Fig. 1~B!. Basically, this means
that while each image is acquired over 110 ms, since data
each image are acquired in pieces, images can be re
structed more often as portions of the frequency-domain d
are updated.

III. EXAMPLE STUDIES

Two subjects~SN and KN! were recorded in a prelimi-
nary study producing normal speech using this protocol. T
pulse sequence used is that given in Fig. 1. Study 1, in wh
both subjects participated, included English sentences v
ing the syllable position of /n, r, l/. Study 2, in which onl
SN participated, included sentences in Tamil varying amo
five liquids. This dataset matches that of a point-movem
tracking study found in Narayananet al. ~1999!.

Results show clear imaging of the entire vocal tract a
real-time movements of the lips, tongue, and velum. S
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FIG. 3. The@l# constriction in ‘‘Say peal leap again;’’ the real-time MR
movie can be downloaded at sail.usc.edu/production/rtmri/jasa2004.

FIG. 4. The@n# constriction in ‘‘Say bean knee again;’’ the real-time MR
movie can be downloaded at sail.usc.edu/production/rtmri/jasa2004.
1773anan et al.: Real-time magnetic resonance imaging for speech
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mental durations, positions, and interarticulator timing c
all be quantitatively evaluated. Sample movies and d
analysis strategies are presented below.

A. English sonorants

The sentences used in Study 1 include
‘‘Say——again.’’
pea leap, peal heap, peal leap, peal-y, pea reap,
pier heap, pier reap, peer-y, be knee, bean he, bean
knee, bean-y

Captured frames from movies of the moving vocal tract
three sentences are presented~see Figs. 2–4! and files of the
entire real-time movie for each can be downloaded
sail.usc.edu/production/rtmri/jasa2004.

B. Tamil liquids

The sentences used in Study 2 to examine liquid con
nants in Tamil embed stimuli of the sort ‘‘pali’’@sacrifice#,
‘‘paMi’’ @nonce#, ‘‘paÐi’’ @blame#, ‘‘pari’’ @horse#, and ‘‘parIi’’
@pluck# in a frame utterance; the full set of sentences an
phonetic description can be found in Narayananet al.
~1999!. Captured frames from movies of the moving voc
tract for the first three consonants given above are prese
in Figs. 5–7, and files of the entire real-time movie for ea
can be downloaded at sail.usc.edu/production/rtmri/jasa2

It is noteworthy that Movie 5 indicates the temporal
well as spatial extent of the retroflex constriction and relea
In Fig. 8, a selection from this movie is presented to all
for the inspection of the vocal-tract shape changes over m

FIG. 5. The Tamil retroflex@M# constriction from ‘‘...paMam;’’ the real-time
MRI movie can be downloaded at sail.usc.edu/production/rtmri/jasa200

FIG. 6. The Tamil@l# constriction from ‘‘... palam;’’ the real-time MRI
movie can be downloaded at sail.usc.edu/production/rtmri/jasa2004.
1774 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004
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tiple frames simultaneously. It indicates that the tongue
curling for the retroflex lateral in@paMam# begins well before
the precedinglabial closure is achieved.

IV. SKETCH OF ANALYSIS CHALLENGES

The method presented above promises to generate
amounts of data that need to be processed efficiently
effectively. This opens up a number of data analy
challenges.

A. Data segmentation and validation

We hope to replace the current laborious process
hand-segmenting the image data to identify areas of ling
tic interest by an automated,data-drivenprocess. A first goal
is to enable automatic methods for extracting relevant
gions of interest from the image sequences. Our ongo
work focuses on methods to automatically segment and tr
the real-time MRI data using Kalman snakes and optical fl
~Kass et al., 1987; Cooteset al., 1994; Gautama and va
Hulle, 2002!. At this time, this has allowed us to quantita
tively track events during articulation; for example, the ope

FIG. 7. The Tamil @Ð# constriction from ‘‘...paÐam;’’ the real-time MRI
movie can be downloaded at sail.usc.edu/production/rtmri/jasa2004.

FIG. 8. An example sequence for ‘‘...paMam...’’ with 41.7 ms between
frames. The middle panel in the top row shows the beginning of tongue
curling toward forming the retroflex lateral; the maximal tongue retroflex
can be seen in the first panel of row 3. Note the formation of the word-in
and word-final labials are also marked in the middle frames of rows 2 an
respectively.
Narayanan et al.: Real-time magnetic resonance imaging for speech
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ing and closing of the velic port was detected based o
edge detection and linking method. We present a prelimin
movie ~frame captured in Fig. 9! that shows automatic air
way tracking and measurements~the movie can be down
loaded at sail.usc.edu/production/rtmri/jasa2004!. Future
work will focus on issues related to calibration and valid
tion of such automatic processing schemes. Once valida
these data can be valuable for modeling, such as in perfo
ing degree-of-freedom analysis and motion parametizatio
articulators using PCA applied to the point-tracking da
generated by image analysis.

B. Combining data types

Parallel point-tracking~EMMA magnetometer; see Pe
kell et al., 1992! data collected previously for the sam
Tamil stimuli and speaker~Narayananet al., 1999! provide a
future opportunity to investigate data alignment strategies
MRI and point-tracking technologies. For example, key
gion tracking from MRI can be supplemented and/or va
dated by using magnetometer data. In the future, imag
beads can help coregistration for validation purposes~Byrd
et al., 1999!. In addition to improving the overall time reso
lution of the combined data, point-tracking data also prov
us with dynamical information in terms of velocity and a
celeration for different points on active articulators.

C. New avenues

The ability to acquire real-time images of the speak
vocal tract can provide vital data for computational model
of the production process that are not currently otherw
available. Intergestural coordination can be evaluated—
example, an understanding of the production of English@r#
can be enhanced by the fact that the pharyngeal, oral,
labial components of the consonant can be simultaneo
quantified~Alwan et al., 1997!, not only for the quality of
the constrictions but also for the coordination among
constrictions~note that point-tracking technology, in con

FIG. 9. A snapshot of the automatic tracking method of MR images de
oped in the study. In the left panel, each group of points connected by
represents a Kalman snake~i.e., contour!, which is individually updated
through an optical flow method applied to the sequence of images. In
demonstration the midsagittal dimensions~represented by lines connectin
the upper and lower walls of the vocal tract! at some positions along the
vocal tract are computed and corresponding values are displayed in the
panel. ~A! The real-time MRI movie can be downloaded at sail.usc.e
production/rtmri/jasa2004.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004 Naray
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trast, cannot be employed in the pharynx!. Rhotic mecha-
nisms can be examined cross-linguistically, including rare
poorly described rhotics such as the uvular.

We also feel that this real-time MRI tool can provid
heretofore unavailable details that will inform our unde
standing of interspeaker variability, since individual diffe
ences in the morphology of the vocal tract can be direc
associated with differences in speech production behavio

D. Technical improvements on the horizon

We have identified and are pursuing a number of
enues to further improve both the speed and quality of
image acquisition. First, our team is in the process of des
ing a new neck coil for better SNR for airway region. Se
ond, we are exploring options for the acquisition of~even
compromised! audio signals during imaging~this has been
done fairly successfully in prior static vocal-tract imagin
studies!. Finally, a significant effort is being devoted to ne
pulse sequence designs. In spiral imaging~such as the one
reported here!, off-resonance causes a blurring of sign
~Noll et al., 1991! predominantly at the air–tissue interfac
When more thanp/4 of phase is accrued during a reado
this blurring is significant~Noll et al., 1992!, and this small
pervasive blurring can be observed throughout our im
sequences, for example, at the tongue surface. Another
alternative is echo-planar imaging, where off-resonance
sults in a shifting of signal along the phase encode direct
The amount of shift in pixels is roughly equal to the amou
of phase accrued over a readout divided by 2p. In areas of
high off-resonance, echo-planar can result in a warping a
fact but will retain image sharpness. An additional benefit
echo-planar is that the FOV can be limited in the read
direction using the analog filter, enabling scanning with
smaller FOV. Both of these effects may enable sharper
higher resolution real-time imaging of the upper airwa
While preliminary experiments have shown improved spa
resolution~1.56 mm! and improved sharpness, further inve
tigation is needed to establish the performance of ec
planar in the presence of rapid motion with speech.

V. CONCLUSION

Using a new approach, real-time images of the mov
vocal tract with MRI are, for the first time, possible at rat
that permit meaningful investigations of speech product
dynamics~>20 images per second!. Future challenges for
this technology include improvements in image quality a
in quantitative evaluation of continuously varying vocal-tra
shaping.
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